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Abstract—Recently, the researchers have proposed a number of labeling schemes. In these labeling schemes, the approach which can extract structural information between nodes and process query efficiently is more outstanding. However, most of these labeling schemes do not well support update operations. To achieve update-friendly operations, some of the methods keep intervals between labeling numbers, but it requires whole relabeling when the intervals are used up. Several labeling schemes support dynamic XML documents, but most of these labeling schemes allow only leaf node insertions. OrdPathX supports both leaf node insertions and internal node insertions. Inspired by the method of inserting internal nodes of OrdPathX and extending the C-DO-VLEI code, in this paper we propose two dimensions VLEI code. We discuss how this labeling scheme labels nodes and how we can get the structural information of nodes from their labels. We design experiments to evaluate the efficiency of producing labels, the storage consumption and the querying performance of two dimensions VLEI code we proposed, and compare those with the OrdPathX.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, XML has become a standard language for data representation and exchange over the Internet, and is more and more widely used in various applications. An XML document can be represented as a nested tree. Figure 1 shows an example XML document, which is used throughout this paper. Figure 2 is the corresponding XML tree. According to the different structures in the XML tree, nodes can be classified into three kinds of types: 1) element node, 2) attribute node and 3) text node.

In the past few years, researchers have proposed many labeling schemes. These labeling schemes can be divided into four categories, namely, sub-tree labeling, prefix-based labeling, multiplicative labeling and hybrid labeling [3], and researchers analyze how each approach works, as well as its advantages and disadvantages [3], such as Tree Traversal Order [2] and Dewey Order [9]. Tree traversal order is one of the interval encoding of sub-tree labeling. In this scheme, each node is labeled with a pair of unique integers consisting of preorder and postorder traversal sequences. This label scheme can determine the Ancestor-Descendant (A-D) relationship easily, but the Parent-Child (P-C) relationship can not be determined directly. Dewey Order uses delimiter "." to separate the label of an ancestor node at each level of the tree. In this method, each label of an ancestor node is a prefix of its descendants, the P-C, A-D and sibling relations can be determined by comparing the labels of two nodes. However, both of these two methods are unsuitable and inefficient for a dynamic XML document, because when a new node is inserted into the tree using these two methods, a large number of nodes need to be re-labeled, in order to remain the structural information.

To reduce the cost of insertion, in practice, the update-friendly labeling scheme is more useful. Vector Order [11], VLEI (Variable Length Endless Insertion) code [4], ORDPATH [8] and Extended Preorder Traversal [6] are all update-friendly labeling schemes. [12] compares Vector Order with some other update-friendly labeling schemes. In this paper, we only focus on the methods combined with Dewey Order. ORDPATH is one...
of the famous update-friendly labeling schemes based on the prefix-based labeling scheme Dewey Order. ORDPATH uses the variable-length bit string to represent labels. ORDPATH is conceptually similar to the Dewey Order described in [9]. In ORDPATH, only positive and odd numbers are assigned for the initial labeling, such as the code of 1.1.1.3 and 1.5. Even and negative numbers can be preserved for future insertions. In the actual encoding, labels are represented as the compressed ORDPATH format. Because in practical applications, many large XML documents need to be handled, therefore, it is necessary to ensure enough storage for extracting node’s structural information and update operations. (DO-VLEI) code [7] and ORDPATH [2] have been proposed. The DO-VLEI labeling method inherits features of the Dewey Order method, but reduces the update cost for insertion operations. It uses the VLEI code [4] for expressing the sibling order by a unique magnitude relationship, which enables the unlimited insertion of new nodes with no relabeling of other nodes being required. Experiments in [7] indicates that the DO-VLEI code outperforms the ORDPATH in both structural information extraction and storage consumption.

However these update-friendly labeling schemes are allow only leaf node insertions, if the intermediate node is inserted, the methods cannot guarantee there is no need to recalculate the labels of large number of nodes. In practical applications, it is no doubt that the situations of inserting intermediate nodes are possible, therefore [1] proposed a two-dimensional encoding method called OrdPathX. OrdPathX is a two-dimensional labeling scheme based on the “careting-in” technique of ORDPATH. It can handle both internal and leaf node insertions efficiently. Because one-dimensional VLEI code outperforms ORDPATH, we want to design a two-dimensional VLEI code which support intermediate node insertion based on one-dimensional VLEI code. According to the analysis of advantages and disadvantages of various labeling schemes, we design experiments to compare the two-dimensional VLEI code with OrdPathX, in order to prove whether the two-dimensional VLEI code outperforms OrdPathX. Experiments show that the two-dimensional VLEI code we proposed outperforms OrdPathX in both structural information extraction and storage consumption.

In this paper, we mainly introduce the two-dimensional VLEI code and discuss how the proposed labeling scheme labels nodes and how to handle the issue of re-labeling when inserting intermediate nodes in the vertical dimension. Then we compare the two-dimensional VLEI code with OrdPathX in the following three respects:

1) The label construction speed.
2) Whether we can get node’s information from the generating label efficiently, the information concludes node depth information, the node labels and node names of the parent node and the ancestor node.
3) The average length of the labels, which determines whether the labeling scheme saves storage space.

Experimental results show that the two-dimensional VLEI code outperforms OrdPathX in these three respects, it is mainly because the compressed two-dimensional VLEI code’s length is shorter than the compressed OrdPathX, thus reducing storage consumption, and compress efficiently. Because in OrdPathX when compressing and decoding each component must refer to the prefix schema and even-numbered and negative integer component values are reserved for later insertions, so it is slower than the two-dimensional VLEI code which does not use the prefix schema in the label construction and the structural information queries.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces related researches. Section III describes our proposed two-dimensional VLEI code. Section IV shows the method for extracting useful structural information from the two-dimensional VLEI code. Section V describes the experiments and evaluation of our proposed labeling method. Section VI concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

Dewey Order is a simple prefix-based labeling scheme, and many other labeling schemes are based on Dewey Order, Dewey Order [9] uses “.” delimiter to separate its parent label and its own label. It is defined as follows:

1. The label of the root node $C_{root} = 1$.
2. The label of a non-root node $C = \langle C_{parent}, C_{child} \rangle$, where $C_{parent}$ denotes the label of its parent node, $C_{child}$ denotes the order of the node in the sibling node.

We can get node’s depth information, the label of its parent node and ancestor nodes and sibling (preceding or following) relationship from the label. But Dewey Order is not an update-friendly labeling scheme, therefore, researchers proposed ORDPATH [8] and DO-VLEI [4], and both of the two schemes are based on the Prefix-based labeling scheme Dewey Order. The two methods do not have re-labeling problem after insertion. We will introduce the two methods next.

A. ORDPATH

ORDPATH is implemented in Microsoft®SQL Server™ 2005, and is used in the added attribute HierarchyID in the latest release of Microsoft®SQL Server™ 2008. ORDPATH is an update-friendly labeling scheme, based on Dewey Order, in Dewey Order, node’s label is made from the label of the parent node, a “.” delimiter and a brother codes. In ORDPATH, it is similar to Dewey Order during the initial labeling, but only positive, odd integers are assigned. Figure 3 is an XML tree labeling by ORDPATH, even number and negative integer component values are reserved for further node insertions. For example, when inserting a node between nodes labeled “1.3.1” and “1.3.3”, the new node will be labeled by “1.3.2.1”, in which “2” is a placeholder not increasing the depth of node, is assigned to the node. The node of “1.3.2.3” is inserted between
nodes labeled "1.3.2.1" and "1.3.3". ORDPATH can support update operations without relabeling. If given the label of a node, its parent nodes, ancestor nodes and depth information can be got, and the order of nodes also can be quickly got by comparing the labels.

Note that the dots in the label are just for readers’ easy understanding. In the actual encoding, we use the variable-length bit string to represent labels, called C-ORDPATH. In the C-ORDPATH, label is expressed as successive variable-length $Li/Oi$ bit strings, and each $Li/Oi$ is used to represent an integer, according to a prefix schema [8]. $Li$ represents the length of $Oi$, and it is a prefix-free encoding. $Oi$ represents the value of the component. For example, "1.3.1" is compressed into 0110101 according to the prefix schema in [8]. Because 1 is represented as 01 (01 is the length of $Oi$ is 0, so 1 does not have $Oi$), and 3 is represented as 101 (10 is $Li$, and it represents the length of $Oi$ is 1, so the $Oi$ of 3 is 1 according to the prefix schema), "1.3.1" is represented as 0110101.

**B. DO-VLEI Code**

DO-VLEI [4] is the labeling scheme combining VLEI code with Dewey Order. We will introduce VLEI code first.

VLEI code is a variable-length bit string starting with 1 and is composed by 0, 1, the relationship between codes satisfies the following definition.

Definition 1: the relationship between VLEI codes: $v$ is a VLEI code, and the following condition is satisfied: $v \cdot 0 \cdot \{0|1\}^* < v \cdot 1 \cdot \{0|1\}^*$

The new code will be smaller than the original label if 0 is added behind a VLEI code. The new code will be larger than the original label if 1 is added behind a VLEI code. So that there is no need to change other nodes’ labels when inserting a new node and label-generating is also easy. The method combining VLEI code with Dewey Order is DO-VLEI code. It is defined as follows:

1. The DO-VLEI code of the root node $C_{root} = 1$.
2. The DO-VLEI code of a non-root node $C$ is $C_{parent} \cdot C_{child}$, where $C_{parent}$ denotes the DO-VLEI code of its parent and $C_{child}$ denotes the order of the node in the sibling node.

Figure 4 is an example XML tree labeling by DO-VLEI code. Each component in DO-VLEI code is a VLEI code, separated by "". When generating each component in DO-VLEI code, we have to use an algorithm [5] that mapping a natural number to VLEI code. The algorithm is given for generating each component of node when labeling the label of each node during the initial XML tree load.

We need to use the algorithm in [5] when inserting nodes. The algorithm is about how to decide the VLEI code when inserting nodes. When inserting a node $v$ between two sibling nodes the VLEI code are $v_l$ and $v_r$ ($v_l$ is the left sibling, $v_r$ is the right sibling, $v_l < v_r$) respectively, then it’s VLEI code is decided like this: If the length of $v_l$ is greater than the length of $v_r$, the VLEI code of $v$ is $v_l 1$. Otherwise, if the length of $v_l$ is less than or equal to the length of $v_r$, the label of $v$ is $v_r 0$. So the VLEI code can ensure inserting nodes without changing other nodes’ labels and the insertion label is unique. In the DO-VLEI code, insert operation effects only the last component, the head components only need to inherit the DO-VLEI code of the parent node.

**C. C-DO-VLEI Code**

The same as ORDPATH, in order to save storage space, in the actual storing, we need to compress DO-VLEI code, and the encoding scheme called C-DO-VLEI code [7]. A DO-VLEI code is composed of three elements: ".1", "0" and "1", at most 2 bits can represents three different types of elements. ".1", "0" and "1" are represented by 10, 0 and 11 respectively when compressing DO-VLEI code. This compressed code called C-DO-VLEI Code. For example, 1.10 .11 is compressed into 1101011. 0, 10, and 11 are prefix codes, so that C-DO-VLEI codes can be uniquely decoded into the original DO-VLEI codes. Scan C-DO-VLEI Code from right to back when decoding, look at the number of consecutive 1s before the 0. If there is an odd number of consecutive 1s appearing before 0, the last two bits 10 represent .1. Otherwise, if there is an even number of consecutive 1s before 0, all of 1s are decoded into 1, and the final "0" is decoded into 0. We can see that in compressing and decompressing DO-VLEI code is easier than ORDPATH, it doesn’t require any prefix schema, and it has already been proved in [7] that C-DO-VLEI code outperforms C-ORDPATH in the storage consumption and query performance.
D. OrdPathX

Both ORDPATH and DO-VLEI Code are update-friendly labeling schemes. It does not require relabeling for other nodes when inserting leaf node, but they cannot handle internal node insertion efficiently. OrdPathX [1] can handle both internal and leaf node insertions efficiently. In OrdPathX, the label consists of an Augmented OrdPath(AO), possibly followed by a Parent Height (PH): OrdPathX = AO.PH, where an AO is a sequence of chunks and each chunk is consisted of zero or more even components followed by an odd component. Between each pair of consecutive chunks there may exist an Incremental Height (IH). OrdPathX is inspired by the "caretting-in" technique of ORDPATH. In OrdPathX, it is the same as ORDPATH during the initial load, and all of the labels of nodes don’t have IH and PH. The label of node \( v \) is \( L.C \), and the label of its parent node \( v' \) is \( L \). Now we are to insert nodes \( u_1 \) and \( u_2 \) between them. First, consider the insertion of \( u_1 \), the label of \( u_1 \) is \( L.(1).C \) where "1" is an IH. Moreover, \( v \) relabeled as \( L.C[1] \) where "1" is the PH of \( v \)'s label. It indicates that \( v \) has a parent-insertion node above it. We can see that if a node’s label has \( PH \), a node has been inserted as its parent, and its \( PH \) value is equal to the IH value of its parent node’s label. Then insert \( u_2 \) as the new parent of \( u_1 \). The label of \( u_2 \) is \( L.(3).C \) where (3) is the IH value of \( u_2 \), so \( u_1 \) should be relabeled as \( L.(1).C[3] \).

In OrdPathX, the use of dots and brackets in the labels are just for readers’ easy reading. In the actual encoding, label is represented as the form of variable-length bit string. Each component is encoded using the \( L[iLiOi] \) format where \( i \) is the component type indicating whether the component is an ORDPATH, \( IH \) or \( PH \). \( i \) uses a fixed size of 2 bits to represent since there are three different types of label components. The compression of \( LiOi \) is the same as ORDPATH. We can use 01 to represent \( IH \), 10 to represent \( PH \), and 00 to represent ORDPATH. We can see that in OrdPathX both compressing and decompressing need to refer to the prefix schema, and the selection of the prefix schema is also important.

III. 2-D VLEI Code

In this section, we propose 2-D VLEI Code based on DO-VLEI Code [4]. It not only supports leaf node insertion but also supports internal node insertion.

A. Labeling Method

Because DO-VLEI Code and ORDPATH are both based on Dewey Order, they are very similar in leaf node insertion. The 2-D labeling scheme OrdPathX based on ORDPATH can handle internal node insertion, and can extract the structural relationship between nodes from labels. Therefore, according to the method that OrdPathX handles internal node insertion, we proposed 2-D VLEI code based on one-dimensional VLEI code to achieve internal node insertion efficiently.

The label in OrdPathX consists of an Augmented OrdPath(AO), possibly followed by a Parent Height (PH):

\[ V^\prime = \{ L.C, L.(1).C, (1) \} \]

The 2-D VLEI code we proposed is based on OrdPathX, so there are IH and PH in 2-D VLEI code, but IH and PH here are components, not chunks.

B. Internal Node Insertions

In 2-D VLEI code, all the labels is the same as DO-VLEI Code during the initial load, and all of the labels of nodes don’t have IH and PH, and use the same method inserting leaf nodes. Therefore, this section focuses on the method of internal node insertion.

The label of node \( v \) is \( L.C \), and the label of its parent node \( v' \) is \( L \) (Figure 5(a)). Now we are to insert nodes \( u_1, u_2, \) and \( u_3 \) between them. First, consider the insertion of \( u_1 \). We label \( u_1 \) as \( L.(1).C \) where "1" is an IH, as shown in Figure 5(b). The value of IH is the first VLEI code 1 according to the insertion method of VLEI code, and then \( v \) is relabeled as \( L.C[1] \) where [1] is a PH. Next, insert \( u_2 \) between \( u_1 \) and \( v' \), we label \( u_2 \) as \( L.(11).C \) and also re-label \( u_1 \) as \( L.(1).C[11] \), as shown in Figure 5(c). Finally we insert node \( u_3 \) between \( u_1 \) and \( u_2 \). Because the IH of \( u_1 \) and \( u_2 \) are (1) and (11) respectively, the IH of \( u_3 \) is the value (110) which is bigger than (1) and smaller than (11) according to the insertion method of VLEI code. We label \( u_3 \) as \( L.(110).C[11] \) and re-label \( u_1 \) as \( L.(1).C[110] \), as shown in Figure 5(d). And this IH is the Significant Incremental Height (SIH) because the component’s presence implies that the node is a parent-insertion, similar as the conception of SIH in [1].

There is a special situation of leaf node insertion. If \( v \) is a parent-insertion node, we cannot handle the insertion as the normal method, because \( v \) has a child, say \( w \), which was present before \( v \) was inserted. The label of \( v \) is \( L.(1H).C.[PH](PH \) can be empty). If \( u \) is inserted on the left of \( w \), we label \( u \) as \( L.(1H).C.LS \) (Left Sibling, the new node is the left brother of the present node \( w \)). An example is shown in Figure 6. If we insert a leaf node as the child of node \( L.(1).1 \) on the left of the node whose label is \( L.1[1] \), the new node’s label is \( L.(1).1.1 \). If \( u \) is inserted on the right of \( w \), \( u \) is labeled as \( L.(1H).C.D \). In Figure 6, the new node is labeled as \( L.(1).1.1 \). Assuming that the new child node is \( v' \), if
we are to insert node \( u \) between \( v \) and \( v' \), the new node is labeled as \( L.(IH).C.(IH).LS \) or \( L.(IH).C.(IH).D \), the \( PH \) value of \( v \) is equal to the last \( IH \) value of \( u \). If we insert a node between the node \( L.(1).1.1 \) and the node \( L.(1).1 \), the new node is labeled as \( L.(1).1.1.1 \), the leaf node is relabeled as \( L.(1).1.1.1 \), as shown in Figure 6.

### C. Structural Information

We can get the inter-node relationships between two nodes from their 2-D VLEI code (namely, P-C, A-D and siblings (preceding sibling and following sibling)).

- **P-C relation**: Given two nodes \( u \) and \( v \), if we want to verify whether \( u \) is \( v \)'s parent node, we just see if the \( L.(IH).C \) part of \( v \)'s parent matches the \( L.(IH).C \) part of \( u \)'s label. We can deduce the \( L.(IH).C \) part of \( v \)'s parent as follows. If \( ph \) is non-empty, then the \( L.(IH).C \) part of \( v \)'s parent is \( L.(ph).C \). Otherwise, if \( ph \) is empty, then the \( L.(IH).C \) part is \( L \). Note that it is impossible to deduce the \( PH \) component of the parent.

- **A-D relation**: Given two nodes \( u \) and \( v \), if we want to verify whether \( u \) is \( v \)'s ancestor node, we consider two cases: (1) If \( v \)'s label is a prefix of \( u \)'s label, then \( v \) is an ancestor of \( u \). (2) If \( u \) and \( v \) have the same sequence of components except for the \( SIH \) and \( PH \) and the \( SIH \) of \( v \) is lexicographically larger than the \( SIH \) of \( u \), then \( v \) is an ancestor of \( u \).

- **Sibling Relation**: To determine if two nodes \( u \) and \( v \) are siblings, we check if they have the same parent. If we want to detect preceding/following sibling relation, we consider two cases: (1) If both \( u \) and \( v \) do not have a \( PH \) in their labels, we just compare their last component in lexicographic order. (2) If either \( u \) or \( v \) has a \( PH \) component, then the node (say \( v \)) with a \( PH \) component has one or more nodes inserted above it. If there is \( LS \) component in \( u \)'s label, \( u \) precedes \( v \). Otherwise, \( u \) follows \( v \). The node \( u \) precedes \( v \) if the \( LS \) component of \( u \) is less than the \( LS \) component in \( v \) when both of the nodes have \( LS \).

### D. Compressed 2-D VLEI code

In DO-VLEI Code, \( ".1" \), \( "0" \) and \( "1" \) are compressed into \( (10) \), \( (0) \) and \( (11) \) respectively. In the 2-D VLEI Code, there are \( PH \), \( IH \), \( LS \) and normal VLEI code components, so we need 2 bits to separate 4 types of components. We use \( (01) \) to represent \( PH \), use \( (10) \) to represent \( IH \), use \( (11) \) to represent \( LS \) and use \( (00) \) to represent normal VLEI code. The question is where we should put the two bits that will not cause conflict in the future decoding. We put these two bits after the \( (10) \) which represents ",.1" of DO-VLEI Code. If we want to decide the type of component when decoding, we should scan two bits after we determine the position of ",." and decide the type of component. Algorithm 1 shows the details of compressing 2-D VLEI Code. For example, \( 1.100.101.11 \) is compressed into \( 1110000100001110011101000 \). Because all of the DO-VLEI codes begin with 1 and are normal VLEI Code, the first component does not use additional two bits to represent the type of component. \( 1.(11).100.11.[1] \) is compressed into \( 1110101110001011111101000 \). The first two bits of each component are \( 10 \) (except the first component), and the two bits following represent the type of component. Therefore, the compressed 2-D VLEI code can be uniquely decoded into the original 2-D VLEI codes.

### Algorithm 1 The Algorithm of compressing 2-D VLEI Code

**Input:**

The label of 2-D VLEI Code before Compressing, \( vlei \);

**Output:**

The Compression of 2-D VLEI Code, \( cvlei \);

```
1: for i = 0 to i < vlei.length() do
2: 
3: if vlei.charAt(i) == '1' then
4: cvlei = cvlei + "11"
5: else {vlei.charAt(i) == '0'}
6: cvlei = cvlei + "0"
7: else {label.charAt(i) == '1', &label.charAt(i + 1) == '0'}
8: cvlei = cvlei + "10" + "10"
9: i = i + 2
10: else {label.charAt(i) == '1', &label.charAt(i + 1) == '1'}
11: cvlei = cvlei + "10" + "01"
12: i = i + 2
13: else {label.charAt(p) == '1', &label.charAt(p + 1) == '1'}
14: cvlei = cvlei + "10" + "11"
15: i = i + 2
16: else {label.charAt(p) == '1'}
17: cvlei = cvlei + "10" + "00"
18: i = i + 1
19: end if
20: end for
21: return cvlei;
```
IV. STRUCTURAL INFORMATION EXTRACTION USING 2-D VLEI CODE

In this section, we will discuss the method of extracting node’s information from 2-D VLEI Code. Structural information includes depth information, the label and name of parent node, the label and name of any ancestor nodes. We can also decide the inter-node relationships (P-C relation, A-D relation and sibling relation) between two nodes according to their labels.

Because the 2-D VLEI Code is also prefix-based labeling scheme, it is important to find the locations and count the number of the delimiters in 2-D VLEI Code. If we get the number of the delimiters, we will know the depth of node, and we only need to extract the prefix code before the rightmost delimiter to get the label of parent node. We will get node’s name after querying the table that storing the labels and names of all the nodes for each XML document. To get any level ancestor node information, we repeat the method of parent node information extraction. In Compression of 2-D VLEI code part of Section III, we have described the method of finding the location of the delimiters and decoding labels. If given two nodes’ labels, we should decode labels first and then decide their inter-node relationships according to the method described in Structural Information of Section III.

V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

Experimental environment is shown in Table 1. Because the 2-D VLEI Code and OrdPathX are both support internal node insertions, we perform experiment to compare their performance, such as the speed of producing the node’s label, the storage consumption and the efficiency of extracting information from the label. The XML documents used for the experiments were sourced from the XML Data Repository [10], we select 13 XML documents, and Table 2 shows the details of these XML documents.

A. Efficiency of Producing Labels

First, to compare the 2-D VLEI code with OrdPathX in the efficiency of producing labels, we designed experiment to calculate the label of 2-D VLEI code and OrdPathX of all the nodes in XML document, at the same time record the time of computing labels of all nodes of a XML document. Figure 7 shows the label generation time ratio of 2-D VLEI code to OrdPathX.

B. Average Label Size

We then calculated and compared the average label size of each XML document labeled by the 2-D VLEI code and OrdPathX. From this figure, we can see that the execution times for computing labels of all nodes using the 2-D VLEI code are about 15% less than the execution times using OrdPathX. The main reason is that compressing each component in OrdPathX needs to find a suitable record in the prefix schema.

C. Label Information Extraction

We also performed experiments to calculate the time of extracting information from the stored labels of each document. The information includes: 1) node’s information (the depth, label after decoding, the node’s name); 2) information of the parent node (the depth, label after
decoding, the node’s name); 3) information of the ancestor nodes (the depth, label after decoding, the node’s name). Figure 9 shows the execution time ratio for extracting self information, information of the parent node, and information of the ancestor nodes using the 2-D VLEI code and OrdPathX. From the experimental results we can see 2-D VLEI code can achieve high performance in structural information extraction. This is because the delimiter detection in OrdPathX requires traversal from the head through the whole code and refers to the prefix schema for determining each delimiter. While using the 2-D VLEI Code does not need to refer to any prefix schema, just counting the number of consecutive “1”.

D. Efficiency of Inserting Labels

In the experiment, we performed parent insertions. We selected 30% of the total nodes in each XML documents and insert one parent for each selected node. Figure 10 shows the total insertion time ratio of 2-D VLEI code to OrdPathX, from which we can learn that the insertion time using 2-D VLEI code is about 47% on the average smaller than that using the OrdPathX, which means that the proposed method also outperforms the OrdPathX method in internal node insertion.

VI. CONCLUSION

Inspired by the method of inserting internal nodes of OrdPathX, in this paper we proposed 2-D VLEI code based on the DO-VLEI code. The 2-D VLEI code supports internal node insertions and does not need any prefix schema when compressing and decoding. We performed experiments to evaluate the efficiency of producing labels, the storage consumption and the querying performance of 2-D VLEI code we proposed, and compared those with the OrdPathX. And we also compared the 2-D VLEI code with OrdPathX in internal node insertion. Our experimental results indicate that the 2-D VLEI code outperforms the OrdPathX in the above-mentioned four aspects.
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